
Nonlinear dynamics, chaotic and complex systems constitute some of the most 
fascinating developments of late twentieth century mathematics and physics. It 
transpires that chaotic behaviour can be understood, and sometimes even utilized, 
to a far greater degree than hitherto suspected. Surprisingly, universal constants 
have been discovered. The implications have changed our understanding of 
important phenomena in physics, biology, chemistry, economics, medicine and 
numerous other fields of human endeavor. 

In this book, two dozen people largely responsible for the 'nonlinear 
revolution' cover most of the basic aspects of the field in 15-20 page articles. The 
book is subdivided into five parts: dynamical systems, bifurcation theory and chaos; 
spatially extended systems; dynamical chaos, quantum physics and foundations of 
statistical mechanics; evolutionary and cognitive systems; and complex systems as 
an interface between the sciences. 

This book is expected to become a standard text on the subject. It grew out of 
an EC sponsored conference held in Zakopane, a Polish mountain resort, in 
November 1995. This conference was attended by many of the founders of the field 
and was considered to be one of the most important gatherings of 1995. 
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Preface 

The last th i r ty years have witnessed a powerful new development across the board of 
scientific research. T h e insight gained has changed our whole unders tanding of na tura l 
phenomena. It involves the complex behaviour in which many different states of a system 
occur. These s tates have wholly different stability propert ies and can exhibit abrupt 
t ransi t ions from one to the other. The seemingly erratic motion involved defies prediction 
and is extremely difficult to control. We usually refer to this phenomenon as deterministic 
chaos. It coexists wi th the classical, organized behaviour we learned about at school. It 
now seems tha t an unders tanding of bo th is required in a wide range of si tuations. 

Chaotic behaviour is observed in most fields of science (e.g. subatomic to molecular 
physics, fluid dynamics , p lasma physics, chemistry, molecular biology). It appears in 
environmental , social and economic phenomena, as well as in technological processes. 

The impor tan t discovery is tha t there are universal mechanisms underlying the com
plex behaviours involved. Fortunately, these mechanisms can be studied by looking at 
simplified theoretical models. Once these two facts were grasped, people working in 
theory, exper iments , and numerics inevitably came together to develop the field. 

There is an interest ing political aspect to all this. The human potential of people 
active in the field in Centra l and Eas tern Europe is still immense (especially in theory). 
How can we avoid dispersion of these invaluable human resources? Does the EC wish to 
s tand by while these scientists follow their colleagues working in other fields in fleeing 
our Cont inent? If not , what steps should be taken? Wi th all this in mind, a group of 
scientists from EC countries joined forces with their colleagues in Central and Eastern 
Europe. They gained suppor t from the Twelfth Directorate (DG XII) of the EC in 
Brussels. T h e idea was to convene a conference on nonlinear dynamics and complex 
systems. This conference would uni te the two par ts of Europe (EC and non-EC) , but 
with strong Nor th American part icipat ion. Largely due to personal contacts between 
the Brussels and Warsaw schools, the conference took place in Poland. The venue was 
Zakopane, a mounta in resort south of Krakow. Forbidding weather notwithstanding, the 
tu rnout was excellent. Twenty three invited lectures were given. Mitchell Feigenbaum 
gave a fascinating banque t talk, a t ranscript of which is included in this volume under the 
heading 'Where will the future go?' . There were 212 contributed talks (to be published in 
the Journa l of Technical Physics) and four very uneven panel discussions. The panels were 
on: Mathemat ics (coordinated by E. Ot t and L. Bunimovich); Chemistry and Biology (G. 
Nicolis and M. Marek); Physics (R. Balescu, I. Bialynicki-Birula, M. Feigenbaum, V. G. 
Makhankov and H. Wozniakowski); and on the future of nonlinear dynamics research (R. 
Zelazny). This last-mentioned panel might merit a comment here. The Local Organizing 
Commit tee pu t forward an idea for establishing a nonlinear dynamics center in Poland. 
At the t ime of writ ing, this idea is still being persued. 

The invited talks 

A short glance at the talks indicates just how diverse and dynamic the field is proving 
to be. 

Professor Gundlach spoke about describing chaos in mechanical systems by using sym
bolic dynamics. His procedure allows us to describe quite general systems evolving under 
the influence of noise and exhibiting stochastic features. He is able to cope with fractal 
s t ructures , at least formally. 

Professor Shilnikov talked about the occurrence of homoclinic chaos. The main feature 
of the a t t rac t ors involved here is the presence of homoclinic tangencies. He pointed out 
the possibility of the coexistence of infinitely many stable periodic orbits . There can also 
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xvi Preface 

be infinitely many arbitrari ly degenerate periodic orbits . It should be stressed tha t an 
infinity of non-periodic a t t rac tors can coexist in the systems concerned (with each other 
and with the periodic orbits) . 

Modern ergodic theory is the cornerstone of the formalism of classical chaos. How
ever, in q u a n t u m systems, the energy and frequency spectra are discrete. To overcome 
the resulting difficulties, B. Chirikov introduced the concept of pseudochaos. However, 
examples of this phenomenon in classical systems were also given. As an aside, we were 
offered a warning. Computers can in fact exhibit pseudochaos, thus leading to a dynamic 
trajectory becoming a periodic one (an artefact). 

Dr Dougherty gave a lecture on the foundations of non-equilibrium statistical mechan
ics. He shed some light on the otherwise difficult concept of subdynamics as introduced 
by Ilya Prigogine's school. 

His talk was a ra re example of a survey of the Brussels school's activity from the 
outside. 

The Prigogine lecture was a survey of the Nobel Prize winner 's results over his later 
per iod.! Dur ing the last hundred years, we have been faced with the fact t ha t practically 
all interactive part icle systems are nonintegrable. An impor tant example of such a system 
is the Large Poincaré System having a continuous spectrum. This leads to the appearance 
of diffusive te rms . It also leads to l imitations on classical trajectory dynamics and wave 
functions. As a consequence, two impor tan t aspects appear in the fundamental dynamics 
description. They are probabil i ty and irreversibility. This is so because we must abandon 
the t rajectory description and use the probabilistic, distr ibution function, approach. This 
in t u rn leads to the Liouville operator and its complex spectral decomposition. We are 
thus forced to go beyond the usual Hilbert space to a 'rigged' Hilbert space. In the case 
of chaotic maps , this procedure shows tha t the eigenvalues of an evolution operator are 
directly related to the Lyapunov exponents . Application of this idea to other Hamiltonian 
operators was presented. 

Professor Wozniakowski spoke on the notion of computat ional complexity, which con
cerns the intrinsic difficulty of solving mathematical ly posed problems. Information based 
complexity is a b ranch of computat ional complexity tha t deals with continuous problems 
defined on spaces of mult ivariate functions. For such problems, only approximate solu
tions are possible. T h e complexity is defined as a minimal cost needed to compute an 
approximation with error at most e. 

Microscopic simulations along with applications in thermomechanical problems con
nected with heat transfer far from equilibrium were repor ted by Professor Hoover. The 
least action principle can be applied far from equilibrium, where it is necessary to con
trol the t empera tu re or internal energy or else other dynamical variables. The resulting 
equations of mot ion can be solved. 

Professor Ot t talked on the control of chaos by the selection and maintenance of an 
op t imum or near op t imum unstable periodic orbit from the point of view of a specified 
goal. Analogous considerations based on different models were discussed by Professor 
Vanëcek. T h e point is tha t chaos can even be desirable. T h e control of chaos was also 
addressed by other contr ibutors . Chaotic systems can often be managed. This is of 
immense impor tance in applications (medicine, industry, etc.) . 

Driven spatially extended systems, consisting of many almost identical elements, are 
quite frequent in na tu re . Some aspects of their complexity can be modelled with the help 
of sandpile-like cellular au toma ta . Their dynamical propert ies are interesting from both 

f Although the talk was given by Dr Antoniou, we were sent a version co-authored by a 
different collaborator. 
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a theoretical and a pract ical point of view. The question arises of whether scale invariant 
s t ructures in n a t u r e are the consequences of the self-organized critical states tha t arise. 
The characterist ic propert ies of these states have been studied bo th numerically and 
analytically. Analytical calculations of the characteristics of these states are done mainly 
for Abelian sandpile models on cubic and Bethe lattices. Abelian sandpile calculations 
were presented by M. Markosovâ. 

Professor Procaccia spoke on scenarios for anomalous scaling in hydrodynamic turbu
lence. The scaling behaviour of turbulent hydrodynamic systems is often anomalous; the 
scaling exponents not being simply related to each other. Nevertheless, it was possible to 
formulate a theory yielding these exponents . Comparisons with experiments were given. 
Similar problems, in par t icular as related to t ranspor t in the von K a r m a n sheet, were 
considered by Professor Tél. 

Fur ther impor tan t modelling devices are furnished by networks with learning capabil
ities. 

Professor Van den Broeck presented problems connected with the unders tanding of 
the mechanism of learning. T h e learning process can be described as a competit ion 
between entropy (log of the number of configurations) and error (of a given configuration 
with respect to the target ) and it is not surprising tha t a formalism, similar to tha t of 
equilibrium stat ist ical mechanics, can be set up . 

Professor Szu presented the concept of an Artificial Neuron Network defined to have 
fixed layers of neurons with threshold logic and capable of learning by the 'small per
tu rba t ion ' Hebb rules. Mathemat ica l a t t empts to formulate such a self-organization 
architecture were given. 

One way of s tudying evolutionary processes is by investigating sequences generated 
by evolution. T h e basic idea is tha t the evolution generates criticality s t ructures which 
occur on the border between regular and chaotic regimes or between two different reg
ular or chaotic critical s t ructures . There is also an interesting class of systems showing 
'self-organized criticality' or 'self-tuned criticalities'. Those criticality s t ructures should 
exhibit very long memory effects, and thus long correlations. By using the methods of 
symbolic dynamics , any trajectory of a dynamic system may be mapped onto a string of 
letters in an a lphabet . 

Professor Ebeling presented studies on sequences generated by dynamic models of evo
lut ionary processes, as in the Fibonacci model, the logistic map , and in strings carrying 
information such as a book, a piece of music, or DNA. The results show tha t , in par
ticular, the low frequency spectra and the scaling of the mean square deviations are 
appropr ia te measures for long range correlations in symbolic sequences. 

There is hope t ha t the analysis of entropies, power spectra, and scaling exponents could 
be useful for studies of the large scale s tructures of series and information sequences. 

Magnet ic fields in p lasma confining devices (e.g. tokamaks) or in astrophysics can have 
a broad range of behaviour ranging from integrable s tructures to erratic wandering in 
space. This is caused primari ly by the nonlinearities of ideal magnetohydrodynamics . In 
addit ion, the presence of small dissipation (resistivity) induces reconnection of magnetic 
lines with the generat ion of magnetic islands. These are surrounded by regions where 
the field lines exhibit a high sensitivity to initial conditions. This means exponential 
instability, which is a s ignature of chaos. In confining devices, simplified configurations 
of the magnet ic fields are being studied. These problems were examined by Dr Spineanu. 

Excitability is a proper ty shared by some chemical systems and a large number of 
biological systems. In an excitable medium, suprathreshold stimuli are propagated as a 
pulse or wave front by a mechanism combining local excitatory kinetics with t ranspor t . 
The Belousov-Zhabotinski reaction has often been used in studies of excitability. Typical 
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examples of oscillatory and excitable phenomena in biology are C a 2 + oscillations and 
waves in cells. Intracellular C a 2 + release is connected with many receptor induced cell 
signals, controlling processes ranging from secretion and hear t ra te frequency control to 
transcript ion and cell division. The introduct ion of digital C a 2 + imaging techniques made 
it possible to visualize the spat iotemporal pa t te rns of the ion. C a 2 + waves in biological 
systems are most ly t rea ted within the framework of excitable media with ion t ranspor t . 
These waves can often be either provoked by electric st imulation or else influenced by an 
electric field. A talk on this was given by Professor Marek. 

Interesting applicat ions of stochastic differential geometry in financial studies were 
presented by Professor Makhankov. The idea was to develop a generalized pricing method 
for over the counter derivatives. 

Analytical es t imates and computer experiments reveal a variety of possible market 
developments: 

(a) explosive instabili ty of the solution which leads to unpredictabil i ty of the bond 
market , 

(b) a number of s ta t ionary solutions: rising, falling and humped curves. 
The form of the solution is completely determined by boundary conditions and hence 

is an exogenously defined feature of the system ra ther than an intrinsic one. 
The difficulty in predict ing the evolution of a nonlinear system varies with the state of 

the system. However, this variation is highly organized within the a t t rac tor . The point 
is to exploit this s t ruc ture to improve predictions. 

Panels 

Four discussion panels augmented these talks and endeavoured to formulate some 
specific problems. All par t ic ipants stressed the fact tha t research in the field is just 
emerging from its infancy and still has a wide range of problems to clarify. Further 
efforts are necessary to apply this knowledge to solve specific applicational problems. 
The tendency is to t reat chaos in a more positive way (not just as a nuisance). 

Formulating future lines of development can be risky. Science develops in an unpre
dictable and chaotic way resembling pa t te rns and behaviours considered by the Confer
ence. A surprise solution or idea tha t may emerge in one field is often used elsewhere. 
Nevertheless, we tr ied to look at where future development could go. 

As for a m a t h e m a t i c a l way of looking at our problems, the following directions were 
formulated: 

The development of new computer algorithms and software. 
Consideration of, to what extent computer results reproduce the correct qualitative 

behaviour of the phenomena simulated ( 'artifacts ' , 'ghosts ' , etc.). 
The development of new techniques for the analysis of experimental da t a (e.g. in the 

past the int roduct ion of embedding techniques has had an enormous effect on experi
ments , and the predict ion of chaotic system t ime evolutions promises wide applications). 

The development of new bifurcation theory, software, etc., for higher dimensional 
dynamical systems. 

The development of techniques for influencing chaotic systems. 
The development of methods for the s tudy of extended systems (e.g. cellular au

tomata , lat t ice dynamical systems, fluids, reaction-diffusion systems, systems with non
linear boundary conditions, self-organized criticality, etc.). It would be useful to create 
a collection of exactly solvable model problems. 

The development of a theory for spatial pa t te rns and spatial and temporal chaos. 
Studies of chaos as an underpinning of statistical mechanics and t ranspor t properties. 
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Studies of q u a n t u m problems (e.g. quan tum chaos and quan tum dynamics in a Marko-
vian background) . 

The views expressed on the future directions of research as seen from a phys ica l angle 
were: 

We need a well formulated statistical mechanics on three consecutive levels: micro
scopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic. 

Due to the nonintegrabili ty of their Hamilton or Liouville equations many-body prob
lems must be described on a probabilistic level. The extension of Hilbert space to a 
'rigged' one may open a new perspective here. 

The many-body problem for open systems which can be described as systems with a 
Markovian background. Can noise be used for controlling chaos? 

Measurements in quan tum many-body systems. Prepara t ion of the systems by mea
surements. 

Simulation from the point of view of: describing multifractal objects; the unders tand
ing of ergodic s t range a t t ractors ; developing smooth boundaries; excluding unwanted 
fluctuations; improving the description of turbulence; relating Nose's mechanics to me
chanical variational principles. 

Fur ther research on the development of chaos in fluids, the onset of turbulence and its 
perseverance, the control of turbulence. 

The theory of nonlinear fluids and solids (stress tensors depending quadratically on 
strain a n d / o r velocity gradient) . Coefficients may exhibit additional dependence on 
dynamical variables. 

Chaotic phenomena in plasmas, particularly in thermonuclear plasmas, unders tanding 
of anomalous and ' s t range ' t ranspor t processes in turbulent plasmas, the control and 
stabilization of p lasma behaviour. 

Improvement in the reliability of meteorological prognoses on the basis of experimental 
da t a and numerical simulations. 

Capital markets are not well described by the tradit ional Efficient Market Hypothesis. 
By applying the theory of chaos to investments and economics, a new Fractal Market 
Hypothesis was recently presented by E. E. Peters. It gives an economic and mathemat i 
cal s t ructure to fractal market analysis. Through this approach, we can unders tand why 
self-similar statist ical s t ructures exist, as well as how risk is dis tr ibuted among investors. 
All in all, results originally obtained for nonlinear and complex physical systems could 
be useful for an analysis of social and economic models. 

The panel on c h e m i s t r y a n d b io logy formulated the following recommendat ions on 
directions of nonlinear research: 

The most common evidence of complex behaviour in chemistry and biology comes 
from phenomena on the macroscopic level. Here emphasis is on the origin of collective 
behaviour in mult i-unit systems giving rise to new emergent properties. 

There is increasing awareness tha t complexity also appears at the microscopic and 
mesoscopic levels, for example in the form of complex distributions of molecular spec
tra , anomalous t ranspor t and kinetics in dispersed media and fractal s t ructures , or of 
supramolecular assemblies endowed with recognitional and other unusual properties, tra
ditionally a t t r ibu ted exclusively to biomolecules. Bridging the gap between these three 
levels is one of the priorities. Potent ial implications are, among others, the control of 
chemical reactions by ultra-short light pulses and a bet ter unders tanding of the s t ructure 
and function of enzymes. 

By and large, complex system studies were hi ther to based on nonlinear dynamical 
systems of few degrees of freedom. The limitations of this approach are becoming evident. 
For instance, the behaviour of spatially extended systems described by part ia l differential 
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equations is not amenable to conventional dynamic system analysis. In view of the 
above, a special research effort is required for developing a qualitative theory of spatially 
extended systems. Special emphasis should be put on the classification of the types of 
behaviour predicted by the normal form equations. 

In the a p p l i c a t i o n area, the following recommendations were sketched by the panels: 
• Fusion. Nonlinear problems appear to be crucial in almost all aspects of the physics 

of hot p lasma confinement. 
• Chemical processing. The manufacturing of bo th tradi t ional and new materials 

relies to a large extent on the process of heterogeneous catalysis. It has recently been 
established tha t chemical transformations do not happen synchronously on the catalytic 
surface, but instead give rise to instabilities and complex spat iotemporal pa t te rns . In 
a similar vein, chemical synthesis in dispersed media (films, micelles) can benefit from 
studying regimes in which tradi t ional equilibrium-like states are unstable and replaced 
by self-organizing regimes. 

• Energy technology. At the root of energy technology is the process of combustion, 
which gives rise to a variety of complex behaviours, from multistability to oscillations 
and the appearance of wave fronts. Problems involving flame stabilization are crucial for 
the efficiency and performance of heat engines. Their evolution could benefit from cross-
fertilization with research on complex systems. Here microscopic simulation methods 
offer a promising tool. 

• Nonlinear dynamics in biology and medicine. Chemical instabilities provide a natu
ral pro to type of a number of impor tan t biological phenomena from biological rhythms to 
morphogenesis and embryonic development. Evidence of wave-like behaviour in cardiac 
tissues and of spat iotemporal chaos in the brain is mounting. Nonlinear dynamics offers 
new ways of analyzing da t a which could culminate in the development of new diagnostic 
tools and mathemat ica l models for certain types of disease. 

• Evolutionary and cognitive systems. The emergent adaptive properties observed 
in biological evolution, animal interaction and cognition furnish striking examples of 
complex behaviour in na ture . Insight gained from such biological phenomena can be ap
plied to techniques for artificial self-organizing and computat ional devices. Decentralized 
interactions of simple autonomous uni ts may lead to s tructures with properties comple
mentary to those of conventional machines. Among some systems and issues currently 
studied and worthy of support in the future are: 

o Evolutionary biotechnology; 
o Genetic algori thms and evolutionary programming applied successfully to opti
mization problems; 
o Neural networks, pa t t e rn recognition and information compression; 
o Multiagent systems and robotics. 

• Ecosystem stability and biodiversity. Hierarchic mixed populat ions which coexist 
and compete in various niches are ubiquitous in na ture . Studies of the development of 
spat iotemporal pa t t e rns of such populat ions and of their stability in distr ibuted systems 
are of pr imary impor tance . Such studies can benefit from the development of a com
mon methodology as mentioned above. They should include a description of man-made 
chemical agents on populat ions and could be done in collaboration with biologists. Such 
investigations could also be of impor tance in improving the performance of bioreactors, 
or controlling the spreading of infections and diseases. 

These remarks , however incoherent, do show impressive research and applicational 
potent ial of the field. Their possible impact on science, technology, and also industrial , 
environmental , socio-economical processes in the future are impressive. An integrated 
Europe should meet this challange. As mentioned above, something should be done to 
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utilize resources in Central and Eastern Europe. This could perhaps be achieved through 
a centre for nonlinear dynamics, chaotic and complex systems as proposed by the Local 
Organizing Commit tee . 

The Editors 
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